
Broker Solutions for RE/MAX.
Social Media. Done For You. Done Right.

Get Back To Doing What You Love.
Leave The Social Media To Us.

How Can You Benefit From Back At You Media?
Back At You Media provides brokers with an entire Social Media Center to serve as 
a marketing dashboard to recruit agents, promote listings, review and schedule con-
tent, and more. Best of all, all the features offered are fully automated so you can set 
it and forget it! So let us do the heavy lifting for you.

Automated Listing Posts
No more headaches figuring out how to edit, post and 
advertise your listing on Facebook and other networks - 
we do it for you! When you earn a new listing, we design 
a property website and, if elected, advertise it on your 
social media pages!

Property Reports
We automatically design a report that showcases all the effort  
undertook to advertise properties across social media. Impress  
sellers with this report and encourage agents to use it for listing 
presentations to separate yourself from the competition!



Content Scheduled
and Automated

Tired of scouring the internet for unique and relevent social 
media posts? Back At You Media provides a bank of con-
tent that includes videos, branded blogs, market data, local 
restaurant & entertainment reviews, and more. Best of all, 
this content is automatically scheduled AND automatically 
posted without you lifting a finger! 

Custom Landing Pages
We know capturing leads is important for your 
business. That is why we include four high tech 
and mobile friendly landing pages: two for lead 
capture and two that cross promote and drive 
traffic to your website! Each lead is completely 
exclusive to you, the way it should be.

Social Media Advertising
It’s not easy figuring out how to use an advertising platform 
and sorting through all the options. Back At You Media al-
lows for easy to use, preconfigured ads and ad targeting to 
promote listings, content and recuiting tools. It’s never been 
easier to get in front of the right audience.

Want to learn more about these services?

Let’s face it: Social media is too big to ignore. Sellers today are more 
tech savvy than ever and expect to see their listings and their agent on 
social media. If you are interested in utilizing this social media auto-
mation technology, feel free to reach out to Partners@BackAtYou.com 
for custom pricing options for your brokerage!

Questions & Assistance?
(866) 200.0676 | partners@BackAtYou.com


